Mapping the topology and determination of a low-resolution three-dimensional structure of the calmodulin-melittin complex by chemical cross-linking and high-resolution FTICRMS: direct demonstration of multiple binding modes.
Calmodulin serves as a calcium-dependent regulator in many metabolic pathways and is known to bind with high affinity to various target proteins and peptides. One such target is the small peptide melittin, the principal component of honeybee venom. The calmodulin-melittin system was used as a model system to gain further insight into target recognition of calmodulin. Using chemical cross-linking in combination with high-resolution Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICRMS), we have determined the interacting regions within the calcium-dependent calmodulin-melittin complex and thus the orientation of bound melittin. Using ambiguous distance restraints derived from the chemical cross-linking data in combination with recently developed computational methods of conjoined rigid body/torsion angle simulated annealing, we were able to generate low-resolution three-dimensional structure models of the calmodulin-melittin complex, for which no high-resolution structure exists to date. Our data provide evidence for the first time that calmodulin can recognize target peptides in two opposing orientations simultaneously. The general procedure for mapping interacting regions within the complex involves conjugation of calmodulin and melittin with several cross-linking reagents possessing different specificities and spacer lengths, followed by enzymatic proteolysis of the cross-linked complex. The highly complex peptide mixtures were subsequently analyzed by nano-HPLC, which was online coupled to a FTICR mass spectrometer equipped with a nano-electrospray ionization source. The mass spectra obtained in this manner were screened for possible cross-linking products using customized software programs. This integrated approach, exemplified for mapping the topology of the calmodulin-melittin complex, is likely to have wide-ranging implications for structural studies on protein-protein interactions.